Peripheral Nerve Imaging using 2-point Dixon 3D Fast Spin Echo (CUBE-FLEX) with
Flow-Saturation Preparation (FSP): Initial Feasibility Study
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Purpose
Peripheral nerves pose particular imaging challenges due to their small size and oblique course
between muscles and alongside vessels, sometimes inhibiting reliable identification. We
propose a 2-point Dixon fat/water separation 3D fast spin echo (CUBE-FLEX) pulse sequence to
achieve uniform fat suppression, combined with a flow-saturation preparation pulse (FSP) to
suppress moving vascular spins , thereby improving nerve visualization.
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Methods
98 consented patients scanned on a GE 3T 60cm bore scanner (MR750, GE Healthcare,
Waukesha, WI) using 16ch flexible extremity or 32ch body arrays. A 3D FSE technique with
modulated flip angle (CUBE) was used and applied to peripheral nerve imaging at various
anatomical locations including: brachial/lumbosacral plexi, deep pelvis, and upper extremities.
Representative imaging parameters: FOV:36x36cm, Matrix:256x256, TR/TE:2000ms/75ms, ETL:
120, BW:±125kHz, Slice thickness:1.6mm, avgs:1, Acceleration: 1.5, # slices: 232, time: 4-6min.
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Conclusion
Using the CUBE-FLEX FSP technique, we observed homogeneous fat suppression, excellent
contrast between nerves and surrounding tissues, and the added advantage of venous
suppression in the plexi. Remaining challenges include B1 inhomogeneity creating a shading
effect and incomplete signal suppression of slow flow veins in the deep pelvis and extremities.
37 yo man 4 months status post snowmobile accident. Coronal CUBE-FLEX FSP images of the right brachial
plexus demonstrate neuroma-in-continuity of the posterior cord (arrows). The corresponding intraoperative photograph demonstrates the damaged nerves (axillary and radial nerve bundles of the
posterior cord) following removal of dense perineural scar tissue.
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